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gainst the backdrop of the Tygerberg Hills
and fields of ripening vines and flowering
plumbago, a chestnut mare and a Basotho
mountain pony are being chased around a haycovered paddock by a gleeful, shrieking horde of
novice African cowboys. For these youths from
Cape Town, who have had no kind of childhood,
the stables at the De Grendel wine estate, the nearest farmland to the city, are a garden of Eden. And
it is here that they will undergo a course of ‘equine
therapy’, which may turn out to be the catalyst in
raising their self-esteem, helping them to confront
their demons, and offering them a route out of
drug addiction.
Cape Town has notorious townships and one of
the highest murder rates in the world: on average
five people are murdered every day and 10 are
raped (and subsequently often infected with HIV)
– and that is only the incidents that are reported. It
is a world where people kill for a can of Coke or a
piece of chewing-gum. Street children are forced
into living terrifying minute-by-minute existences,
with violence around every corner, where the abuse
of tik and buttons (crystal meth and amphetamines) is rife, and HIV is cutting a swath through
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‘HORSES ARE SO ATTUNED TO
EMOTION; THEY HAVE AN INNATE
ABILITY TO RESPOND TO
AND REFLECT HUMAN STIMULI’
the population. (Almost a third of 25- to 29-yearold South African women are living with HIV.)
Equine-assisted psychotherapy can’t do much
to alleviate these statistics, but on a small scale it
is showing extraordinary results. For example, one
18-year-old who came through the course, Marni,
had been a member of the 28s, the most notorious
of the ‘Numbers’ gangs (the higher the number,
the more dangerous the gang), before being sent
here by a street children’s welfare organisation.
He had been on the streets and addicted to drugs
since he was five, and was extremely reticent when
he first entered the paddock. But after a few weeks
of interaction he experienced an epiphany with

HEALING
HOOVES

Troubled children from South
Africa’s notorious townships are
being treated with equine therapy.
Charlie Norton witnesses the
remarkable effects. Photographs
by Giulio Di Sturco
Left Juneal, 12, with Moonlight, at the
De Grendel wine estate, Cape Town
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the horses. ‘I feel safe with them,’ he said. ‘No one
judges me; horses take me for who I am.’ This
led to an outpouring of emotion in which he
confessed to his crimes, and showed remorse and
a willingness to take responsibility for them.
The equine therapy programme is run by the
Montrose Foundation, the charitable arm of the
Montrose Group Clinic, which specialises in
treating illnesses such as alcoholism and eating
disorders (Montrose’s private clients also attend
equine therapy as part of their rehab treatment).
This is the first time that equine therapy has been
used with such extremely troubled young people
anywhere in the world, but it has become a cornerstone of their remedial care.
It is easy to be sceptical. What is it about horses
that can elicit such startling changes in emotion
and attitude in people who have never come face to
face with a horse before? It was Winston Churchill
who said, ‘There is something about the outside of
a horse that is good for the inside of a man.’ And
as far back as the 5th century BC, the father of
medicine, Hippocrates, realised there was something therapeutic about horses.
Stacey Doorly-Jones, the founder of the Montrose equine therapy programme, says, ‘It works
so well because horses are so attuned to emotion
around them. Horses have an innate ability to
respond to and reflect human stimuli because they
are animals who are preyed upon. In order to
escape predators, horses must always pay attention
to everything around them, every movement, smell
and sound. If we appear calm but inside we are
experiencing emotional turmoil, horses know. If
we appear happy but inside we feel afraid, horses
sense the fear.’
Tessa Kuret, the programme’s consulting psychologist, who has also spent her life among
horses, says, ‘The results are so astonishing that
local people ask if we are into witchcraft. Helping
people to express what’s been left unsaid inside
them can have an incredible effect.’
The teenagers that we spend time observing are
from the Elkana Childcare safe house, a drop-in

Above Juneal with
Blaze. The therapy
doesn’t involve mounting
or riding; the children
are encouraged to tackle
challenges, representing
the problems they face
in their daily lives,
alongside the horses.
Left Stacey DoorlyJones, the founder of
the Montrose equine
therapy programme,
with Blue. Below the
psychologist Tessa Kuret
takes a session

WHEN THE CHILDREN STEP INTO
THE PADDOCK IT IS AS IF FEAR
AND SNARLING ANGER ARE
REPLACED BY CURIOSITY AND JOY
centre and shelter for street children. The centre is
based in Malmesbury, a town 40 miles north of
Cape Town that has become notorious for gang
rape and murder, and is for children who have
endured emotional and physical abuse in the past
but who are now clean from drugs and gang association; they are checked for narcotics and weapons on the way into the arena. Their age range is
11-16, and this is the second week of their six-week
equine therapy programme (a two-hour session
twice a week). It is simply extraordinary to watch.
When the children step into the paddock a metamorphosis takes place. It is as if fear and snarling
anger are replaced by curiosity and joy.
The session is supervised by Doorly-Jones and
Kuret, who follow the model of the Equine Assisted
Growth and Learning Association (the unofficial
world governing body, founded in 1999 in the
US), which advocates an equine specialist and a
mental health professional in the arena, supervising
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Rolencia, 14,
with Moonlight

a group doing exercises with the horses (no mounting or riding). The idea is for the children to familiarise themselves with the horses, to put bridles on
them, and then to tackle together a series of obstacles, games and challenges representing the problems they face in their daily lives.
But this session is chaotic. It is the children’s
second time with the horses and they are not yet
good at listening to Kuret’s instructions or working together as a group. The two horses selected
to work with them are Moonlight and Blaze, both
of which have been mistreated themselves.
Moonlight, an eight-year-old Welsh cross pony,
hated children when he came to the stables and
Kuret could not touch him. But with loving care
he became entirely manageable and one of the best
working therapy horses. Kuret says, ‘If I miss the
point he will come and nuzzle me to show me what
is going on, and he consistently picks the people
who need the most nurturing.’ Blaze, also eight, is
a Basotho pony who was starved and physically
abused, but has ‘an amazing connection with
people after his initial reserve’. On this occasion
both horses feel trapped by the encroaching group
and end up galloping around the arena in a highoctane start to the session.
The children have varying levels of confidence.

Juneal, 12, who has attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and has been maltreated by an alcoholic
father, has his arms locked around Moonlight’s
head in a loving hug whenever he can. ‘He has
complete acceptance with the horses. Look at him
smiling,’ Doorly-Jones says. Then he puts a bridle
on Moonlight and scrambles on the ground to
inspect the back hooves, which elicits an instinctive
wince from Kuret, though she says that the horses
are usually more patient and considerate than the

WITHIN A COUPLE OF SESSIONS
ROLENCIA IS SMILING AND GUIDING
MOONLIGHT AROUND WITH A PINK
BRIDLE THAT SHE HAS PICKED OUT
children. Juneal is so taken with the experience
that he later tries to hide in the stables rather than
leave to face the outside world again.
The horses tend to lock in with someone in
the group, and it can take a little time for them to
re-engage elsewhere. Mannetje is engaging everywhere – he is smothering both horses with affection. But Blaze wanders away and Moonlight’s ears
are pinned back, which Doorly-Jones says indicates
‘anger in the horse, reflecting the latent anger inside
Mannetje’. A foetal alcohol syndrome baby (his
mother was an alcoholic during pregnancy),

Mannetje looks more like 12 than 16. He has severe
learning difficulties, has been mistreated by his
grandfather and his uncle, and saw his brother
killed in front of him in a car accident. He has no
friends and has trouble managing his anger.
Mannetje and the group lay down cones and
barriers over which they will then lead a horse.
Kuret then asks them what the impediments are
in their lives. No one replies until Mannetje says,
‘I don’t like home and I have to build my own toys
to play with and I can never get anyone to come
play with me.’ The others in the group laugh at his
immaturity but it is heart-rending. A few minutes
later he is proudly leading Blaze around the arena.
(I was later to discover from his social worker that
Mannetje’s aggression receded significantly after
he completed the course. Another boy, Nashwin,
15, had showed no emotion while I was there, and
played the uninterested, surly teenager, choosing
to sit away from the group and watch, but his
social worker reported that after six sessions he got
up and joined in, communicating and taking a
leadership role within the group.)
Rolencia is 14. Her father is in jail and she has
been taking speed and sniffing glue. Within a
couple of sessions she is smiling and guiding
Moonlight around with a pink bridle that she has
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picked out. She starts to open up about obstacles
in her life, and how people are always saying bad
things about her. (Rolencia was making a lot of
progress but I later found out that her life outside
the arena had begun to spin out of control and she
had since gone missing.) Another of the girls is
scared of the horses, but she has come back clutching her own toy horse. Doorly-Jones and Kuret are
watching her carefully; she was raped when she
was 11 and has already had a baby. She would still
not go near the horses but she watched with wonder through the session, and when asked how she
felt she said, ‘I feel really happy.’
Girls often take longer to engage because of low
confidence. One took seven sessions to get involved,
then she loved it. Another girl who had been
forced into prostitution came along with no selfrespect and the horses went crazy when she waved
her arms around, screaming. But she made such
progress that by the end of the programme she had
a horse calmly following her around like a dog.
She told Doorly-Jones that she had learnt to love
herself. Now she has her first job as a caterer
and has moved into her own wendy house (a selfcontained shack in a township).
The welfare of the horses is paramount at
Montrose. ‘Here they get to be horses,’ Kuret says,
‘not only grazing in a herd, but working with kids
and clients as well, and being groomed and cared
for meticulously. This is crucial for them to work
effectively in the arena.’ Most of the horses come
from troubled backgrounds. Blue, a 12-year-old
grey gelding, was left in terrible conditions. DoorlyJones took him on when he was four and ‘very
highly strung’, and he became a labour of love. His
hooves were so damaged that they thought they
were going to have to put him down. ‘Then he
confounded veterinary science and his hooves
healed,’ Doorly-Jones says.
But he was dangerous to ride and prone to
napping (baulking, which can tip the rider off).
Doorly-Jones rode Blue for two years, and broke
her collarbone and her coccyx. Then a particularly
bad fall left her with an open compound fracture

Above Juneal chases
Blaze and Moonlight.
Left Nashwin, 15, was
surly and uninterested
at the beginnning of
the course, but after
six sessions was joining
in and taking
a leadership role

‘IT IS QUITE ASTONISHING. IT’S
LIKE A SORT OF MAGIC
TELEPATHY BETWEEN MAN AND
ANIMAL. I FELT A RELEASE’
of her ankle, which put her in hospital for a month
and in a wheelchair for nearly a year. Six operations
later she still has a pronounced limp. But she didn’t
give up on Blue; she decided not to ride him but
instead use him for therapy.
‘People thought I’d gone mad, but damaged
horses are more sensitive,’ she says. ‘They just have
to be healed before they can work.’ It turns out that
Blue has as big a heart as Doorly-Jones, and many
people turn to him in the arena. ‘He is great with
people who have no boundaries because he has
none himself.’
Trigger Baby, a 19-year-old chestnut thoroughbred mare, can be aloof, stubborn and assertive.
Kuret says, ‘She is great for determining whether
clients are making progress because they have to
be unwavering in their conviction to get her to
react.’ The most recent arrival is four-year-old
Bojangles, who arrived with a horse passport
from Brazil. He had an immaculate blood line but
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simply refused to race. ‘Thoroughbreds are great,’
Kuret says. ‘They are so sensitive and attuned to
humans, after centuries of breeding. It makes
them perfect for therapy. He is still learning but all
the signs are good – he was great with a sevenyear-old in the arena recently.’
The stable is completed by Winnie, a sensitive
chestnut mare, and Epi, an 18-year-old gelding,
who is good with eating-disorder clients, and possessive over his own food.
Equine therapy also plays a part in the rehabilitation of recovering addicts at the Montrose clinic,
sometimes dramatically so. Some of the counsellors and the addicts are a little sceptical. Addicts,
by their very nature, like to control everything, so
some try to talk their way out of the sessions or
bribe the horses with carrots to complete the challenges. Debbie Nash, the clinical director of
Montrose, had her own doubts at first – ‘until we
heard that one of the horses had been consistently
urinating next to one of the clients. The equine
therapists thought that the client might be using
drugs again. We didn’t take too much notice, to be
honest, but then he tested positive for benzo sedatives. So we really take notice now.’
Occasionally there is a situation that defies belief.
One young woman, a recovering addict, was standing in the ring with the horses when one came up
and nuzzled her stomach; it happened again with
different horses. The woman denied there could be
any reason until it had happened five times. Then
she broke down and admitted that she had just had
an abortion. The horses, sensing her distress, gathered around her in a circle and cut her off from the

Juneal, who has
attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder,
bonds with Moonlight

rest of the human group, as if to leave her in peace.
When she had stopped crying they moved aside.
A profound trust can certainly be found between
man and horse – often the horses pick up on vulnerability and it turns out to be therapeutic. ‘That
sentiment holds true for people, whether their disabilities are mental, emotional or physical in nature,’
Doorly-Jones says. ‘For some, working with the
horses is the first time in their lives they’ve felt an
authentic relationship with another being – a relationship about contact, connection and influencing
each other instead of manipulation and abuse.’
Some of the most memorable testimony comes
from Montrose client Herman Lategan, in his own
words ‘a cynical old hack’ from Cape Town, whom
we witnessed on his first session with the horses.

‘At first, the horses were hostile and so was I,’ he
says. ‘They made me feel uncomfortable. Unspoken
defects come to the fore with these animals; they
pick it up, sense it. It is quite astonishing. It’s like
a sort of magic telepathy between man and animal. At the end of the session, I felt a release, and
the horses were relaxed and playful. The whole
mood in the arena lifted. It was hugely therapeutic.
I would do it again.
‘I must admit that originally I viewed it with a
jaundiced eye and I thought that it was frightfully
New Age and esoteric. I was wrong. That one session that day in the arena is still vividly with me.’
The Montrose Foundation relies on private
donations for survival. For more details, visit
montrosefoundation.co.za
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